
Della Dombey is an American singer. She’s at a 
radio station in Manchester in England to take 
part in a phone-in. Her fans are going to ask her 
some questions. What questions would you like 
to ask your favourite singer? 

Write three ideas here.

1 2 3

Listen to the interview. Did any of Della’s fans ask one of your questions?

Listen again and complete the questions below. Stop the recording when you need to.

1 Manchester?

2 stay here?

3 in public for the first time?

4 any clubs in Manchester?

5 your boyfriend now, Della?

6 best?

Look at the questions you completed in A3 and match them to these answers.

a My boyfriend Dean’s.

b Yes, I do.

c No, I haven’t.

d Dean Bradley. 

e Only four days.

f At my high school concert.

Look again at A3 and A4.

1 Which of the questions in A3 begin with question words? 

2 Which of the questions in A3 do not begin with question words? 

3 What is different about the answers to these two groups of questions? 

A5

A4

A3

A2

A1

yes/no; short answers; question words; 
agreeing with statements

� 16a
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Do you like

6

A Context listening

Questions and answers
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Yes/No questions
When we make questions which can be answered with Yes or No
◆◆ we put an auxiliary or modal verb before its subject:

(For modals, see Units 13, 14 and 15.)
We’re (We are) going clubbing tonight. � Are we going clubbing tonight?
You’ve (You have) been to that clubs. � Have you been to that club?
We must go to London. � Must we go to London?

◆◆ we use do(es) or did to make questions in the present simple or past simple. (See Units 4 and 5.)
You like Manchester. � Do you like Manchester?
Manchester has fantastic clubs. � Does Manchester have fantastic clubs? 

(not Does Manchester has fantastic clubs?)
They went clubbing.  � Did they go clubbing?

◆◆ we put the verb to be before its subject:
She’s (She is) in Manchester today. � Is she in Manchester today?

Short answers
We answer a Yes/No question using the same auxiliary or modal verb as in the question.
If the answer is Yes:
Are you going to London? Yes, I am.
Do you like Manchester? Yes, I do.
Has he been clubbing? Yes, he has.
Could they ask questions? Yes, they could.
If the answer is No:
Are you going to London? No, I’m not.
Did you sing well? No, I didn’t.

Question wordsB3

B2

B1

Wh... questions begin with the words in the box above.

We make most Wh... questions in the same way as Yes/No questions.

Della might marry Dean. � Who might Della marry? 
(Answer: Dean.)

I wrote a love song. � What did you write? 
(Answer: A love song.)

She can’t sing because she’s tired. � Why can’t she sing? 
(Answer: Because she’s tired.)

➡C1

➡C2

Who What Where Why How Which How often How long
How far How many (+ countable noun) How much (+ uncountable noun)
What (+ noun) Which (+ noun) Whose (+ noun) 

B Grammar
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(Answer: At two o’clock.)
I’ve known Dean for three years. � How long have you known Dean? 

(Answer: (For) three years.)
I like this song. � Which song do you like? 

(Answer: This song or This one.)
I like Dean’s music best. � Whose music do you like best? 

(Answer: Dean’s.)
She earned a million pounds. � How much money did she earn? 

(Answer: A million pounds.)
Remember money is uncountable. (See Unit 8.)

Remember the difference between these questions with like:
What does Della like? (= What does Della enjoy?) She likes dancing.
What does Della look like? (= describe her) She’s very tall.
What’s (is) Della like? (= tell me about her) She’s clever and very tall.

Questions about the subject of the verb
When we make a question about the subject of the verb we do not change the word order. We
don’t use do in the present simple or did in the past simple.
Compare these questions about the subject and object of a sentence:

Matt enjoyed the concert .
Who enjoyed the concert? (Answer: Matt.) not Who did enjoy the concert?
What did Matt enjoy? (Answer: The concert.) not What enjoyed Matt?
Which CDs cost £5? (Answer: These CDs.) not Which CDs do cost £5?

In a subject question, who has a singular verb 
Who is going to the concert? (not Who are going? although we know there must be more than one!)
unless there are two or more people in the question:
Who are your favourite singers?

Agreeing with statements
We use So to agree with positive statements and Neither or Nor to agree with negative
statements. We put the verb before the subject:
◆◆ with the verb to be:

I’m looking forward to that concert. So am I.
We’re going to Leeds. So am I.

◆◆ with an auxiliary or modal verb:
She’s been to Manchester. So have I.
I don’t know this song. Neither do I.
He can’t dance. Nor can I. 

◆◆ with the present or past simple, using do or did:
They enjoyed the concert. So did we.
He likes this song. So do I.
We didn’t hear it. Neither did I.

B5

B4

➡C3, C4, C6

!

➡C4, C6

➡C5

!

!
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Change these sentences into Yes/No questions.

1 I live in Barcelona. ?

2 Alex is a student. ? 

3 Sam and Emma are getting married. ?

4 Bob drove to Malaga. ?

5 Joanne’s got lots of CDs. ?

6 I can dive very well. ?

7 Eddy watches football every Saturday. ?

8 Adam’s seen that film. ?

9 Marc had dropped his watch. ?

10 I was late for school yesterday. ?

Which of these answers can you match with the questions you wrote in C1?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

C2

C1

Read the questions and answers
then complete the questions with
the correct question words.

C3

Do you live in Barcelona
Is Alex a student

a Yes he did. b No, I wasn’t. c Yes, they are. d No, he doesn’t. e Yes, he had.
f Yes I do. g Yes, I can. h No, he isn’t. i No, he hasn’t. j Yes, she has.

I called at your house yesterday, 
but you weren’t in.

1 were you? In Bristol.

2 did you go there? Because I wanted to go shopping.

3 did you travel? By car.

4 car did you go in? My father’s.

5 did you go with? My sister and her friend.

6 were you there? Five hours.

7 shops did you go to? About twenty.

8 did you buy? A new jacket and some boots.

9 did they cost? £120.

10 did you have for lunch? I didn’t have any. I’d spent all my money!

11 did you get home? Ten o’clock. 

Where

f

C Grammar exercises
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Read this magazine article and then write questions to match the answers below.C4

1 ? Charles Decker.

2 ? In the Caribbean.

3 ? Old jeans and a T-shirt.

4 ? Grenada.

5 ? Because of a family emergency.

6 ? His secretary.

7 ? By motorbike.

8 ? Twenty minutes.

9 ? In hospital.

10 ? After he’s seen him.

Which of these sentences do you agree with? Write what you say.

1 I like playing volleyball. 

2 I don’t go out very often. 

3 I’ve got a CD player. 

4 I’m going to meet my friends this weekend. 

5 I was at school last week. 

6 I didn’t go out last night. 

7 I’d like to learn to fly a plane. 

8 I couldn’t speak English when I was five. 

Write six questions to ask someone you admire (for example an actor or sportsperson).
Begin five questions with the words given and add one Yes/No question. If you like, you
can add answers too!

1 Why ? 4 Who ?

2 How often ? 5 How long ?

3 Where ? 6 ?

C6

C5

Top fashion model Charles Decker
shocked his fans yesterday when

he flew into London. He’d been on
holiday in the Caribbean and he was
wearing old shorts and a T-shirt. ‘I
was on the island of Grenada, but I
had to come home suddenly because
of a family emergency,’ he explained. ‘I

was on the beach. My secretary
phoned from London. I jumped onto
my motorbike and went straight to the
local airport. It took twenty minutes
to get there. I’m going to visit my
brother now. He’s in hospital. I’ll
change my clothes after I’ve seen him.’

Who shocked his fans yesterday

So do I.
Nor do I or Neither do I.
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Focus on the instructions . 

Focus on the questions _ 

CD)) Look at question 10. The correct answer 
here is A. Now listen to the recording·for 
question 10. What does the girl say that tells 
you she didn't like either the show or the 
guided tour? 

1 

2 

4 

3 

d What is the correct answer to question 8? 

c Who says the park should be left as it is - 
the girl, the boy, both or neither of them? 

b Who says the park should be kept more tidy 
- the girl, the boy, both or neither of them? 

a Who says the park should be brought up 
to date - the girl, the boy, both or neither 
of them? 

CD)) Read question 8 and listen to the recording. 
Answer these questions. 

b What do the speakers say that helps you 
choose the correct answer? 

a Do you hear the words 'brought up to 
date', 'kept more tidy or 'left as it is' in 
the recording? 

CD)) Now listen to the recording again and 
answer these questions about it. 

d What is the correct answer to question 9? 

c What does the girl say about where she 
sat? What does the boy say about the 
same thing? 

b Does the boy say his food was good or 
bad? What about the girl? 

a Do the girl and the boy say it rained? 

CD)) Now listen to the recording again and 
answer these questions about it. 

b How might the food not be well-cooked? 

c How might the place be uncomfortable? 

Read question 9 and answer these questions. 
a How might the weather spoil the barbecue? 

6 

5 

7 

8 

d What is the correct answer to question 12? 

c How does the girl say that the party was 
good value for money? 

b Does she say the organisation was bd.d? 

a Does the girl talk about how long the party 
went on for? 

Look at question 12 and listen to the 
recording. Answer these questions. 
CD)) 

d What is the correct answer to question 1 1 ?  

c Does the boy want the girl to have lessons 
from his coach? Is he encouraging her? 

b Do you know what the coach makes ihe boy 
do? What is it? Does he describe it? 

a Does the boy say his coach is friendly or 
unfriendly? Does he like his coach anyway? 
Is he complaining about him? 

CD)) Now look at question 11  and listen to the 
recording. Answer these questions. 

c Did she enjoy the trip? 

d What is the correct answer for question 13? 

b Was she more interested in the stories or in 
the things she saw? 

to see in the art gallery? 
a Is the girl talking about what she expected I 

CD)) Finally, look at question 13 and listen to the 
recording. Answer these questions. 

c What do you need to do? 

b How many options do you choose from in 
each question? 

a How many questions are there? 

1 Read the instructions for Part 2 and look at the 
task . 
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B interested in stories that she heard 

C disappointed by what there was to do 

A surprised by things that she saw 

13 You will hear a girl telling a friend about a school trip to an art gallery. 
How did she feel about it? 

B It wasn't well organised. 

C It was good value for money. 

A It went on too long. 

12 You will hear a girl telling a friend about a family celebration. 
What does she say about it? 

A explaining why he dislikes his coach 

B describing what his coach makes him do 

C encouraging her to take lessons with his coach 

11  •  You will hear a boy telling a friend about his tennis coach. 
What is he doing? 

B watching the show 

C having a guided tour 

A meeting the actors 

10 You will hear two friends talking about a class trip to the theatre. 
What did the girl like best about it? 

A The weather spoilt it. 

B The food wasn't well cooked. 

C The place was uncomfortable. 

9 You will hear two friends talking about a barbecue they went to. 
What do they agree about it? 

A It should be brought up to date. 

B It should be kept more tidy. 

C It should be left as it is. 

8 You will hear two friends talking about a local park. 
What do they both think? 

Questions 8 - 13 

For each question, choose the correct answer. 
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Look at the six sentences for this part.
You will hear a conversation between a teenager, Amy, and her mother about a trip.
Decide if each sentence is correct or incorrect.
If it is correct, put a tick (✓) in the box under A for YES. If it is not correct, put a tick (✓) in the box
under B for NO.

A B

YES NO

1 Amy’s mother thinks that Amy should ask for her job back.

2 Amy is glad she no longer has to work in the café.

3 At first, Amy’s mother is confused about who Amy will travel with.

4 Amy last heard from Ricky on her birthday.

5 Ricky has travelled to Asia before.

6 Amy and her mother agree she should meet Ricky before she goes.

Grammar focus task

Here are some questions and answers from the conversation. Can you remember the
questions? Listen again if you need to.

1 ‘What plans ?’ ‘We’re going to travel.’

2 ‘How long ?’ ‘At least six months.’

3 ‘Which countries ?’ ‘First of all Thailand and India and then maybe China.’

4 ‘Who with you?’ ‘Ricky.’

5 ‘ his mum in the library?’ ‘No, Mum, not him.’

6 ‘But doing the same kinds of things?’ ‘Yes, we do.’ 

Now complete these sentences from the conversation.

7 ‘I haven’t seen him since he was about 15.’ ‘No, neither I.’

8 ‘I always liked him when he was little.’ ‘So I.’

9 ‘I like sports and adventure and so Ricky.’

10 ‘I think we ought to get together before we set off.’ ‘So I.’

� 16b

D Exam practice

Additional Listening Practice (old part 4)
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